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Bikebag.de 
( http://www.wcfanshop.com/servlet/the-1/Bikebag.com-transport-bag%2C-soft%2C/Detail) 
 
Product Description 
 

material: • outside: robust 600 Denier Polyester with high 
quality workmanship  

• inside: easy to clean PU/mesh surface  
• padding: on all sides with 2" open cell foam. 
• large #10 zipper closure outside, zippered 

pockets inside. 

dimensions: • 49.2" long, 36.6" high and 11" deep (outside) 

weight: • 17.6 pounds (empty with mounting hardware)  

specials: • Aluminum floor plate for mounting fork and rear 
dropout  

• Not available - chain cover bag, keeps things 
clean  

• inside pockets for wheels, accessories, shoes, 
clothes, tools, helmet, wetsuits etc.  

• solid, adjustable carrying straps and handle, 
can be removed. 

• inline wheels ease transport over longer 
distances through airports or transfers 

 

 

 
fully padded bikebag for road-bike......and Mountain bike 

additional  
de-sign features: 

• simple to pack: no removal of stem and seat post up to frame size 60 cm!  
• easy to stow away in hotel or car, simply roll it up and store under bed or in closet.  
• Internal compression straps keep the full back from bulging around the middle. 
• looks cool!  
• Quick. 10 min. packing, 5 min. unpacking. 
• direct-to-consumer pricing  

 

Warranty • replacement for manufacturing defects within two 
years. This doesn't include normal wear and tear.  
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Close up pictures:   

 

Aluminum floor plate has adjustable mounting points in length. Max 
distance axel to axel is 46", measured at the longest point. 
Simple attachment using a quick release (sold separately). 

 

 

Rear piece is adjustable in length; simple rear drop 
out attachment using quick release (supplied separately) 

  

Purchase a padded Chain cover bag to cover the freewheel, derailleur and chain (not provided) at URL: 
http://www.bikemania.biz/Chain_Cover_Transport_Bag_p/srm_bag-chn-6_printed.htmfor "clean getaways". 

You can also use plastic shopping bag or garbage bag, etc. to isolate the greasy components. 
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Fragile ! - Clear labeling ensures careful handling and is important for 
insurance claims. Removable shoulder strap. 

  

Multiple internal pockets provide space for helmet, shoes, tools, wetsuit etc. 

 

 
Front mount can be turned 90 degrees to fit a variety of 

forks and handlebar combinations 

                

The bottom view: heavy duty wheels; rubberized bottom with plastic stiffeners 
riveted to in-line wheels and bottom.  
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Detail of packing for carbon aero handle bars on Tri-bike 

 

Rubberized dowel handle for easy pulling and I.D. 
pocket 

                   
Solid workmanship 

 

 
 

Rather than use your high-quality quick releases for holding your 
bike to the mount, we also sell additional sets of front and rear 
QRs so that you can leave them in the bag, making for an even 
quicker "get away." These are Cr-Mo Steel skewers, which can 
also be used on your home trainer for a better clamp fit 
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Packing instructions:  |  

1. With the metal plate on the floor, mount both hollow pipes on the bottom plate. Slide the large pipe to outside edge and fasten 
securely.  

2. Shift chain to smallest cog and remove pedals (left pedal has reverse threading).  
3. Rotate right crank to point rearward (9 o'clock).  
4. Remove the wheels and then the quick releases. Be careful not to lose the small springs.  
5. Mount both quick releases on the metal "axels" of the pipes. (or buy an extra set of QRs to leave in the bag at all times)  
6. Mount bike frame on the base plate by adjusting front pipe for proper length.  
7. Tighten both quick releases and front pipe mount.  
8. If desired the rear derailleur may be dismounted and left hanging for additional safety.  
9. Wrap a chain cover, plastic bags or a garbage bag over the chain ring and around rear dropout (crank points rearward).  
10. If packing racing or triathlon bike loosen handlebar and rotate downward. Some exotic and special construction handlebars will 

need to be removed and packed beside the frame (see detail above) 
11. Slide complete bike/plate assembly into fully opened bag (rear of bike towards inline wheels).  
12. Lower tire pressure and then pack wheels in appropriate side pockets with free wheel facing bike. Fill the outer side of the wheel 

pockets with soft goods to help prevent the hubs from being the only high point on the side of the bag.  
13. An additional set of wheels can be transported inside the bag by using the included wheel bag covers. This reduces the amount 

of space for clothing, but care should be taken to pack enough soft goods around the other set of wheels to prevent movement 
and damage. 

14. Fill remaining pockets with tools, shoes, helmet, etc. Take advantage of additional empty space by filling it up with soft goods 
like clothing and your wetsuit.  

15. Close zipper. Before checking, remove the shoulder straps and store them somewhere safe. 
16. Fill out I.D. card with home and vacation address and put it in the I.D. pocket.  
17. For walking longer distances, adjust one of the carry straps to support the bag on your shoulder while holding the dowel handle 

in your outstretched arm.  
18. Fill out I.D. card with home and vacation address and put it in the I.D. pocket. 

- and have a safe trip!  
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http://www.bikemania.biz/Chain_Cover_Transport_Bag_p/srm_bag-chn-6_printed.htm 
 

Chain Cover Transport Bag          $19.99 BikeMania Price (as of 03/05/2011) 
 

  

 

 
 

  

Alternative Views: 

 
 

 

 

Description  

 

 

 

 

 

This handy and unique cover bag slides over the front chainring and wraps up the chain along with rear derailleur to keep things cl
and your bike from getting scratched. 
 
Suitable for both MTB and Road bikes.  
 
For use when putting their bike into the car or transporting it in a bag or box. 
 
This is the newest revised edition with a special slit, which allows the pedal to remain on and still keep things clean.  
It is also more padded than older versions. 
The Wide Velcro straps allow easy adjustment. 
 
We sell an item that goes hand-in-hand with this bag called a 'chain keeper' that will allow you to remove the rear wheel and keep 
chain in place with a quick-release.  
 
FEATURES:   
   * Size: 29x61cm or 11.4x24 Inches 
   * Material: Constructed of heavy 600 Denier Polyester, padded, with a silver smooth PU/mesh backing.  
 

 

 

 

 

 


